We give an extension to coincidence theory of some key ideas from Nielsen fixed point theory involving remnant properties of free group homomorphisms. In particular we extend Wagner's theorem for computing Reidemeister classes for Wagner characteristic homomorphisms, which allows us to compute doubly twisted conjugacy classes in many cases. We also extend Kim's method for homomorphisms with bounded solution length, which leads to an algorithm for computation of the coincidence Nielsen number for mappings on surfaces with boundary whose induced homomorphisms on the fundamental group satisfy a natural remnant condition.
Introduction
Nielsen coincidence theory (see [5] for a survey) is, broadly speaking, the study of the coincidence set Coin(f, g) = {x | f (x) = g(x)}, and the minimization of the cardinality of this set when f and g are allowed to vary by homotopy. This is in most cases a direct generalization of Nielsen fixed point theory, the study of the particular case where g is the identity map. We in particular will discuss the Nielsen number N (f, g), a lower bound for the minimum number of coincidence points when f and g vary by homotopy.
In this paper we are concerned with Nielsen coincidence theory of mappings on compact surfaces with boundary. Since the fundamental Nielsen invariants which we consider (specifically the Nielsen number and the Reidemeister trace) are homotopy invariant, we will focus simply on the induced homomorphisms in the fundamental groups, which will be finitely generated free groups. (In fact our theorems will apply to any mappings of spaces whose fundamental groups are finitely generated free.) To emphasize our focus on the induced homomorphisms, when f, g are mappings of surfaces with boundary with induced homomorphisms φ, ψ, we will refer to the Nielsen number of (f, g) as the Nielsen number of (φ, ψ).
Throughout this paper, G and H always denote finitely generated free groups. Given two homomorphisms φ, ψ : G → H, the group H can be partitioned into equivalence classes defined by the following relation: two elements g, h ∈ H are [doubly] twisted conjugate if there is some z ∈ G with g = φ(z)hψ(z) −1 .
The equivalence classes defined by this relation, denoted e.g. [g] , are referred to as the Reidemeister classes. The set of such Reidemeister classes is denoted R(φ, ψ). Algebraic computation of Reidemeister classes in free groups is a nontrivial problem, and is central to the problem of computing the Nielsen number on surfaces with boundary (see [6] for a survey of the basic ideas in fixed point theory). Wagner, in [15] , defined the remnant condition for free group endomorphisms which would become a key tool for several later techniques for computation of the Nielsen number in fixed point theory (the special case where ψ is the identity) for certain mappings on surfaces with boundary. Extensions of Wagner's technique for certain endomorphisms without remnant have been made in several directions, as in [16] , [7] , [10] , [12] , and have led to a complete algorithm for the computation of the Nielsen number for any endomorphism on the free group of two generators in [11] . Wagner's ideas have recently been applied to the field of Nielsen periodic point theory in [8] . We present the first extension of these ideas to Nielsen coincidence theory.
Our casting of the remnant condition is a straightforward generalization to any homomorphisms of free groups (not necessarily endomorphisms). Definition 1. Let G have generators a 1 , . . . , a n , and let φ : G → H be a homomorphism. Let Rem φ (a i ) be the remnant of a i , the longest subword of φ(a i ) which does not cancel in any product of the form
where j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, with α l , β l ∈ {−1, 0, 1} for l = i and α i , β i ∈ {0, 1}. If there is no such noncancelling subword, then define Rem φ (a i ) = 1. We say that φ has remnant if Rem φ (a) is nontrivial for every generator a.
Throughout this paper, the remnant condition is used typically as follows: we will have a homomorphism φ : G → H and some element z ∈ G with reduced form z = a 1 . . . a k , where a i are generators or inverses of generators. When φ has remnant, writing X i = φ(a i ), we have
where R i is the subword of X i which does not cancel in the product X 1 . . . X k . Since φ has remnant, the right hand side will be fully reduced and Rem φ a i will be a subword of R i for all i.
Our main results are in the following two sections. First, we give generalizations of Wagner's original techniques to coincidence theory. Then we give a generalization of Kim's bounded solution length technique of [12] . Kim's ideas turn out to be more effective than Wagner's, with easier proofs. We conclude with a section of examples.
The techniques and algorithms described in this paper have been implemented for the computational algebra system Magma ( [2] ). Source code and a user-friendly web based version are available for experimentation at the author's website.
The author would like to thank Robert F. Brown and Philip Heath for helpful comments on this paper.
Wagner's theorem
Wagner's algorithm of [15] is a technique for computing the fixed point Nielsen number of a mapping on a compact surface with boundary whose induced homomorphism on the fundamental group has remnant. We will show that a direct generalization of Wagner's main theorem to the setting of coincidence theory is possible, though it will not in general suffice to compute the Nielsen number.
We begin with a brief review of Wagner's approach in fixed point theory. Given a homomorphism φ :
where a i ∈ G is a generator, ǫ i ∈ {−1, 1}, and v i ∈ G some word so that the right hand side above is reduced. For each i, define words w i and w i as follows:
The set of Wagner tails is taken to be the set of all words w i ∈ W defined as above.
Given two Wagner tails g and h, we say that they are directly related if one of the following holds:
We say g and h are indirectly related if there is a sequence g = g 0 , g 1 , . . . , g k = h with g i directly related to g i+1 for each i < k.
Wagner's theorem is that, when φ has remnant, two Wagner tails belong to the same twisted conjugacy class if and only if they are related in the above sense. To obtain a similar result in coincidence theory, we first define a set of Wagner tails associated to a pair of homomorphisms.
Let homomorphisms φ, ψ : G → H be given. Let V be the set of all
where a i ∈ G is a generator, ǫ i ∈ {−1, 1}, and v i ∈ H some word so that the right hand side above is reduced. For each i, define words w i and w i as follows:
We define the set W (φ, ψ), the set of Wagner tails, to be the set of all words w i ∈ W defined as above.
Wagner's original notions of direct and indirect relations among elements of W (φ, ψ) extend without modification to coincidence theory. In fixed point theory, the set of Wagner tails can always be computed easily by a formula in terms of the Fox calculus (see [4] , [7] ). Wagner's theorem allows all twisted conjugacy relations among the Wagner tails to be decided when φ has remnant. Since the Wagner tails provide a complete set of representatives of the essential fixed point classes of φ, Wagner's theorem gives an algorithm for computing the fixed point Nielsen number of any mapping on a surface with boundary whose induced map in the fundamental group has remnant.
Though it is typically used to compute certain Nielsen numbers, Wagner's theorem is fundamentally a method for deciding twisted conjugacy relations among the Wagner tails. Our theorem in coincidence theory similarly will allow any doubly twisted conjugacy relations among the Wagner tails to be decided. In particular, we show that homomorphisms having certain remnant properties are Wagner characteristic over the set of Wagner tails. First, we give some preliminaries, based on the basic results of [15] .
Proof. By the definition of the Wagner tails, we have words v i and v i with
If
i , and (1) becomes exactly the desired equality. If
i ) which gives the desired equality. 
Each of these cases can be checked individually by straightforward arguments. For example, if w 1 = w 2 , then Lemma 6 gives
Now w 1 = w 2 allows us to combine the above into
Now we are ready for our version of Wagner's theorem. Our proof is based on the nice proof of Wagner's theorem in fixed point theory given in [12] , with a less nice technical lemma.
Proof. Let g, h ∈ W , and we will show that [g] = [h] if and only if g and h are related (either directly or indirectly). By Lemma 4, we need only show that
, and let z ∈ G be a word with
Express z as the reduced word
where a ji are generators of G and η i ∈ {−1, 1}, and write the images of the generators as the reduced words X i = φ(a ηi ji ) and Y i = ψ(a ηi ji ). Then by our assumption concerning the remnant of φ, we have
To obtain a complimentary bound on |g −1 φ(z)h|, first write
where the right hand side is reduced, R i is the subword of X i which does not cancel in the above, and R g and R h are the subwords of g −1 and h which do not cancel in the above. Lemma 6, to be proved, uses the particular structure of
Combining (2), (3), and (4) gives
and thus all of the inequalities in (3) and (4) are actually equalities. Equality
Since these are reduced words, we have
implies that Y i = R i for each i, since these words have equal length and the left and right side above are reduced. In particular this means that 
Writing z in terms of the a ji in (2) gives
Since the left side above is reduced, and each ψ(a ji ) is uncancelled in the right side (since R i = Y i ), we must have complete cancellation among the w and w terms on the right side. This means in particular that g equals either w j1 or w j1 depending on the value of η 1 , the remaining one of w j1 or w j1 must equal either w j2 or w j2 depending on the relationship between η 1 and η 2 , etc. These equalities give the sequence of direct relations needed to show that g and h are related.
It remains to prove:
Lemma 6. With notation as in the proof of Theorem 5, we have
Proof. Our approach closely follows the method used in the proof of the analogous result in fixed point theory from Theorem 3.1 of [12] . The proof requires some careful accounting of the cancellation in g −1 X 1 and X k h, to ensure that (for example) g −1 will not fully cancel X 1 and then continue to cancel the remnant of X 2 .
Since g ∈ W , we have
for some generator b ∈ G. Similarly, let c ∈ G be a generator with
We have four cases:
To simplify the argument, let us assume that all η i = 1 (if not, similar arguments will suffice). We must examine the cancellation of X 1 and X k in the product
Because g is an initial subword of φ(b) with b = a j1 , any cancellation in X 1 in the product g −1 X 1 must leave Rem φ a j1 uncancelled. Similarly since h is an initial subword of φ(c), cancellation of X k in X k h must leave Rem φ a j k uncancelled. Even in the case where k = 1, the product g −1 X 1 h will still leave the remnant uncancelled.
Thus we have
Since in particular R 1 and R k are nontrivial (because φ has remnant), the cancellation in the other R i will always leave remnants. Thus |R i | ≥ | Rem φ a ji | for i ∈ {2, . . . , k − 1} as desired.
We have X 1 = φ(b) = gψ(b)g −1 , and so writing z = ba η2 j2 . . . a
Now we consider the case k = 1: then the above is
and since the product ψ(b)g −1 is reduced (the right side of (5) is reduced) this means that g −1 h cancels fully, and so ψ(b) remains fully uncancelled on the right side above. Thus R 1 = ψ(b), and
In the case where k ≥ 2, we already know that |R k | ≥ | Rem φ a j k | ≥ |Y k | by the argument in Case 1. We have:
First we argue that X 2 does not fully cancel in the above. By the definition of W (φ, ψ), the word g (because z is reduced), φ(b)X 2 will leave Rem φ a j2 uncancelled in X 2 . Thus we have in fact that |R 2 | ≥ | Rem φ a j2 |, and indeed |R i | ≥ | Rem φ a ji | for i ∈ {2, . . . , k − 1} since R 2 and R k are nontrivial. Now we show that |R 1 | ≥ |Y 1 |: Since Rem φ a j2 is uncancelled in X 2 , it suffices to show that ψ(b) is fully uncancelled in the product ψ(b)g −1 X 2 . Since the left side of (6) begins with the word word ψ(b), the reduced form of ψ(b)g −1 X 2 must begin with ψ(b), and so any cancellation of ψ(b) in ψ(b)g −1 X 2 would require
where w is some initial subword of ψ(b) −1 . This is a contradiction, however, as X 2 is a reduced word.
Thus R 1 contains ψ(b) as a subword, and so |R 1 | ≥ |Y 1 |.
This case is proved similarly to the previous. Theorem 5 suffices to decide any twisted conjugacy relations among elements of W (φ, ψ) whenever φ and ψ satisfy the remnant hypothesis. In fixed point theory (when ψ is taken to be the identity), the hypothesis of Theorem 5 is simply that φ has remnant, since |ψ(a)| will always be 1. Wagner's fixed point version of Theorem 5 gives an algorithm for computation of the Reidemeister trace (and thus of the Nielsen number) for any homomorphism with remnant, because the Wagner tails are precisely the group elements which appear in the Reidemeister trace. This is not necessarily the case in coincidence theory, and so, though it solves an algebraic problem, we do not in general expect Theorem 5 to give an algorithm for computation of the coincidence Reidemeister trace. This suggests that perhaps the set W (φ, ψ) is not the "correct" set to be used as the set of Wagner tails. Definition 2 was made without explicit reference to W (φ, ψ) in the hopes that stronger versions of Theorem 5 could be proven using other (larger) sets W .
Another strength of Wagner's approach in fixed point theory is Theorem 3.7 of [15] due to R. F. Brown, which states that "most" homomorphisms have remnant, and thus that Wagner's algorithm can be expected to succeed for any generic mapping. Our hypothesis for Theorem 5 is generic in a weaker sense. The proof in [15] of Theorem 3.7, with an easy modification (replace instances of m with m − l), gives: Theorem 7. Given any ǫ > 0 and l > 0, there exists some M > 0 such that if φ : G → H is a random homomorphism with |φ(a)| ≤ M for all generators a ∈ G, then the probability that | Rem φ a| > l for all generators a ∈ G is greater than 1 − ǫ.
Thus, for any positive l, "most" homomorphisms have remnant terms in each generator of length greater than l. Thus we can say that, given a particular homomorphism ψ, it is true that "most" choices of φ will give a pair (φ, ψ) which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5.
The shortcomings of Theorem 5 (namely, that it only solves twisted conjugacy problems among the elements of W (φ, ψ)) are overcome by using a slightly stronger (though still generic in the above sense) remnant requirement, and the BSL condition from [12] .
Bounded solution length
Definition 8. Given a subset W ⊂ H, we say that a pair of homomorphisms φ, ψ : G → H has bounded solution length (or BSL) over W if there is some k > 0 such that, given any elements g, h ∈ W , the equation ψ(z) = g −1 φ(z)h is satisfied (if at all) only if |z| ≤ k. The smallest such k is called the solution bound (or SB ) for (φ, ψ).
Our casting of the BSL condition generalizes the concept for fixed point theory of the same name in [12] , where G = H and ψ is assumed to be the identity homomorphism, and the set W is always taken to be the Wagner tails of φ. (Additionally, Kim in [12] requires that the property hold only for words g and h which are not indirectly related in Wagner's algorithm. We omit this distinction so that the BSL condition can be defined without any reference to the set of Wagner tails.)
Our main theorem in this section is that pairs of homomorphisms satisfying a remnant condition similar to (though slightly stronger than) the condition in Theorem 5 have BSL over any finite set, with a predictable solution bound. Proof. Let g, h ∈ W , and let z ∈ G be a word of length k. To show that (φ, ψ) has BSL, we will show that for k sufficiently large, we have ψ(z) = g −1 φ(z)h. 
Since φ has remnant, we can use notation as in the proof of Theorem 5 (though this time not worrying about g −1 and h) to write this product as
where each R i is a subword of X i with |R i | ≥ | Rem φ (a ji )|, and no cancellation occurs in any R i R i+1 . Now we will show that ψ(z) = g −1 φ(z)h by showing that these two words are of different lengths for sufficiently large k. We have
By the hypothesis to our theorem, we know that | Rem φ (a)| − |ψ(a)| ≥ 1 for every generator a ∈ G, and so the above inequalies give
so we can choose k sufficiently large so that |g −1 φ(z)h| − |ψ(z)| is greater than zero. In particular it suffices to choose k > 2l, where l = max{|w| : w ∈ W }.
In the proof above it is clear that the solution bound given can typically be improved when deciding any given twisted conjugacy relation (since usually |g| and |h| will not both equal the maximum length of all w ∈ W ). We have actually proven the slightly stronger statement: Theorem 10. Let φ, ψ : G → H be homomorphisms with | Rem φ a| > |ψ(a)| for all generators a ∈ G, and let g, h ∈ H. Then we have
Theorem 10 implies (subject to the remnant hypotheses) that, given any elements g, h ∈ H, we can algorithmically determine whether or not [g] = [h] in R(φ, ψ). We simply check for equality of g = φ(z)hψ(z) −1 where z ranges over all elements of G with |z| ≤ |g| + |h|. This gives new and useful algebraic decision algorithms, even in the cases where ψ is taken to be the identity or the trivial homomorphism:
Corollary 11. Let G and H be finitely generated free groups. for any g, h ∈ H.
(Fixed point version)
If φ : G → G is a homomorphism with | Rem φ a| > 1 for every generator a ∈ G, then there is an algorithm to decide whether or not g = φ(z)hz The third statement is obtained from the first by letting ψ be the trivial homomorphism, h the trivial element, and g = w.
We note that in Theorem 9, the statement that (φ, ψ) has BSL over any finite set is a direct generalization of Kim's Theorem 4.7 of [12] . If we let ψ be the identity homomorphism, then our hypothesis is that, for all generators a ∈ G, we have | Rem φ (a)| > |a| = 1, which is to say that | Rem φ (a)| ≥ 2. This is precisely the hypothesis used in Kim's Theorem 4.7 to show that φ is BSL over the set of Wagner tails.
Kim's assumption that W is the set of Wagner tails allows his solution bound to be more specific than ours (Kim shows that SB ≤ 4 in all cases). We can obtain Kim's bound by requiring W to be the set of Wagner tails W (φ, ψ). Letting ψ be the identity in the following theorem gives Kim's bound of 4. Proof. Take g, h ∈ W (φ, ψ), and let z ∈ G be an element of length k. Let a ji , η i , X i , and Y i be as in the proof of Theorem 9. We must show that for k > 2 + 2M , we have g = φ(z)hψ(z) −1 . As in the proof of Theorem 5, we write
and by Lemma 6 the right hand side is reduced except that R g , R h , R 1 , and R k may be trivial, and
Then we have
Thus, to ensure ψ(z) = g −1 φ(z)h, it suffices to choose k > 2 + 2M .
We note that the remnant hypothesis used in Theorems 9 and 10, though stronger than that in Theorem 5, is still generic in the sense described by Theorem 7, namely that given a particular choice of ψ, "most" pairs (φ, ψ) will satisfy the remnant hypothesis.
Some examples
We will use our theorems to compute some coincidence Nielsen numbers for pairs of mappings. Actually we will compute the Reidemeister trace (generalized Lefschetz number), which for homomorphisms φ, ψ : G → H is an element of the abelian group ZR(φ, ψ) defined so that the number of distinct terms appearing with nonzero coefficient is the Nielsen number.
An expression for the Reidemeister trace in fixed point theory can be obtained by a simple formula using the Fox calculus given in [4] . This was extended to coincidence theory of selfmaps in Corollary 3 of [14] with the following formula:
where the sum is over all generators a ∈ G and ρ : ZG → ZR(φ, ψ) is the projection into twisted conjugacy classes, and ∂ (the Fox derivative) and ∆ are operators defined by:
Formula (8) suffices to compute the Reidemeister trace for endomorphisms, except for the task of applying ρ, i.e. deciding any twisted conjugacy relations among the group elements appearing in the sum. (The limitation of (8) to endomorphisms is unfortunate, but will hopefully be overcome in the future. When a version of (8) which applies to non-endomorphisms is available, the techniques applied below will work without modification.)
The author is not aware of many existing techniques for deciding doubly twisted conjugacy relations in free groups. In fixed point theory (singly twisted conjugacy), Wagner's version of Theorem 5 suffices on the Wagner tails if φ has remnant. An algorithm in [1] suffices when φ is an isomorphism (though this algorithm would be very difficult at present to implement on a computer). A technique using abelian and nilpotent quotients in [13] is usually effective for small homomorphisms, but it is difficult to predict when it succeeds. Of these techniques, the method of [13] is the only one which works (again, unpredictably) without modification in coincidence theory. We will show that our theorems are capable of computing certain examples in which the techniques of [13] fail.
We begin with an example for which we can compute the Reidemeister trace using Theorem 5.
Example 13. Let G = H = a, b , and let φ, ψ : G → H be given by:
These homomorphisms satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5, and so (φ, ψ) is Wagner characteristic over the set W (φ, ψ) = {w 1 , . . . w 7 }, where these elements are: Examples such as the above, where Theorem 5 suffices to compute the Reidemeister trace, are rare. It is not guaranteed, or even likely, that the group elements appearing in (8) are also in the set W (φ, ψ) (the above example was generated by a computer specifically to have this property).
Theorem 9, however, makes essentially no requirements on the set W , and thus is able to compute the Reidemeister trace for any pair of endomorphisms satisfying the remnant hypotheses (which are slightly stronger than those required in Theorem 5).
Remark 14. Theorem 5 is often successful at computing the Reidemeister trace in the case ψ = 1, of importance in Nielsen root theory (see [3] for a survey). In this setting, (8) . The set W (φ, 1) is simply the set of all initial subwords of φ(a) for any generator a. Since the Fox derivatives often pick out initial subwords, it is more likely that all terms appearing in the Reidemeister trace are also in W (φ, 1) (this will occur provided that for each generator a, the image word φ(a) contains no occurences of a −1 ), and thus Theorem 5 can be used. The third statement of Corollary 11 will always apply in root theory, but typically is much more computationally intensive than Theorem 5, which can be done by hand.
The following example gives a computation of the Reidemeister trace using Theorem 9 for which techniques of [13] fail. are equivalent in the abelianization, but there are infinitely many possible solutions for z, making it impossible to continue to the class 2 nilpotent quotient). Theorem 5 is also inapplicable, as in this case W (φ, ψ) does not contain some of the group elements appearing above. Theorem 9, however, can in fact decide the twisted conjugacy relations. Let W = {1, ca, c −4 b −1 c −1 bc, ba −3 b −1 }, and by Theorem 9 the pair (φ, ψ) has BSL over W with solution bound less than or equal to 16. Thus in order to decide the twisted conjugacy relations among elements of W , it suffices to do a brute force check of equations of the form 
